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Abstract
This thesis contributes to the investigation of the freshwater (re-)distribution in the North
Atlantic in the decades around the turn of the millenium (1993-2016). The examinations
are based on ECCO reanalysis data [1–3], which is used to describe the freshwater
variability in the subpolar gyre (SPG). Possible driving mechanisms for variability and
exchange with the surrounding regions are discussed.
The freshwater variability in the subpolar gyre of the North Atlantic can be divided into
three periods in the investigated time intervall (1993-2016). The first period (until 2000)
shows high variability and an overall salinity increase. During the 2000s, the freshwater
content stagnates. Since about 2009, the salinity decreases, while again an intensified
variability is found. This is peaked by an extreme freshening event in 2011. Over the
total period from 1993 to 2016, the whole subpolar North Atlantic is freshening. The
deep layers (below 200 m) seem to be isolated from the freshwater variability in the upper
ocean layers.
Diffusive and turbulent freshwater fluxes are found to be the main driver of mixed layer
variability, while advective transports determine the freshwater content in the deep layers
of the SPG. Impacts of the total freshwater surface fluxes are found in the western SPG,
whereas precipitation has a negligible contribution. The surface freshwater entries are
transported via the Labrador Current and the East Greenland Current and enter the
SPG at the Canadian coast. The transport inside the gyre is mainly from the Canadian
coast in northeast direction.
Zusammenfassung
Diese Arbeit trägt zur Untersuchung der Frischwasser (Um-)Verteilung im Nord Atlantik
in den zwei Dekaden um die Jahrtausenwende (1993-2016) bei. Die Frischwasservariabilität
im subpolaren Wirbel (SPG) wird anhand von ECCO-Reanalysedaten [1–3] beschrieben.
Mögliche Mechanismen, die die Variabilität beeinflussen, sowie der Austausch mit den
umgebenden Regionen werden diskutiert.
Die Frischwasservariabilität im subpolaren Wirbel des Nord Atlantiks kann in drei
Phasen innerhalb der untersuchten Zeitspanne (1993-2016) unterteilt werden. Die erste
Phase (bis 2000) ist von hoher Variabilität geprägt. Insgesamt zeigt diese Phase eine
Zunahme des Salzgehalts. Während der frühen 2000er stagniert der Frischwassergehalt.
Etwa 2009 beginnend nimmt der Salzgehalt in der dritten Phase ab, während erneut
erhöhte Variabilität verzeichnet werden kann. 2011 kommt es zu einem Ereignis besonders
hohen Frischwassergehalts. Insgesamt wurde über die gesamte untersuchte Zeitspanne
eine Frischwasserzunahme im subpolaren Nordatlantik festgestellt. Schichten unterhalb
von 200 m zeigen sich isoliert von der Frischwasservariabilität in den darüber liegenden
Schichten.
Als wichtigste Quelle für die Variabilität der oberen Schichten sind diffusiver Trans-
iii
port und Turbulenz zu nennen. Salzadvektion und Volumentransport bestimmen den
Frischwassergehalt in den tieferen Schichten des subpolaren Wirbels. Einfluss durch
Oberflächenflüsse ist vor allem im westlichen subpolaren Wirbel zu finden, wobei Nieder-
schläge einen zu vernachlässigbaren Beitrag stellen. Oberflächeneinträge in den subpolaren
Nordatlantik werden entlang des Labradorstroms und des Ost-Grönlandstroms trans-
portiert, wobei der Labradorstrom vor der kanadischen Küste in den subpolaren Wirbel
eintritt und somit Frischwasser zuführt. Der Transport innerhalb des Wirbels erfolgt
hauptsächlich von der kanadischen Küste in Richtung Nordosten.
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1. Introduction
The ocean covers 71 % of the earth’s surface [4]. Similar to the continents, the oceans’s
surface interacts with the atmosphere and therefore has a large influence on the atmo-
spheric circulation [5]. Together, they build a system which determines the climate
on earth [6]. There are lots of quantities, which are exchanged at the air-sea-interface,
starting with freshwater (evaporation, rain)[6], gases like CO2 or oxygen [7] and also
abstract quantities such as energy (heat) [8] and momentum (wind stress) [9]. The ocean
is often termed the flywheel of this climate system, because of its content of energy: a
layer of about 3 m thickness of the ocean contains as much heat as the entire atmosphere
[10]. Furthermore, it acts like a low pass filter in absorbing rapid atmospheric fluctuations
and it transfers mechanical energy across space and time scales [10].
In times of changing climate, the ocean should get more and more attention, since it acts
as a gigantic storage for all the quantities named above. The oceanographer’s exercise is
first to sketch the state of the ocean. This is done continously with a broad spectrum
of methods. Typically, one combines different measuring methods like Conductivity-
Temperature-Depth (CTD) rosettes and Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (ADCP),
which can be done on research vessels, with moored measurements and also autonomously
moving “laboratories” like gliders and floats. Additionally, data from satellites can be
used, which mainly contain information about surface properties. From time series of
states, one can derive patterns and make assumptions on the oceans’s response to changes.
Further details about the reanalysis data used in the following will be given in chapter 3.
In this thesis, only a small part of the world’s oceans is investigated: the subpolar North
Atlantic. Due to its geographical proximity to the european continent, this region plays
a key role in the european climate [e.g. 11–13]. The subpolar North Atlantic is especially
influenced by the Gulf Stream and its extension, the North Atlantic Current (NAC),
which mainly transports warm and saline water from the southwestern North Atlantic
1
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to the northeastern part [e.g. 14, 15]. But also cold water from the Arctic Ocean is
transported into this region [16, 17]. The different currents are interacting in a complex
way, which is described in more detail in chapter 2. There, an overview about the
surrounding system of the subpolar gyre will be given, which is important to understand
its behaviour and driving forces.
The subpolar North Atlantic is the transition region between the North Atlantic and
the Arctic. Hereby, the confluence of different warm and cold water masses causes
large circulations. An oceanographic water mass is an identifiable body of water with
certian physical (temperature, salinity) and chemical (isotopic ratios, concentration of
gases) properties that are distinct from surrounding water. The properties usually allow
conclusions about its formation history (age and origin) [18].
Global warming has already caused a decrease in the volume of ice at high latitudes [eg.
19–22]. Now, the question arises, whether this will lead to a redistribution of global water
resources and what effects this could have. Changes in the composition and temperature
of the seawater are expected especially in subpolar regions. Piecuch et al. [23] examined
the heat content of the North Atlantic between 1992 and 2016 and found a temperature
increase of the upper 700 m during the 1990s, which switched into a temperature decrease
in winter 2004/2005. They evaluated the same data set on which the present thesis is
based. This publication is the starting point for the question under investigation in the
following: Can the temperature variability also be found in the freshwater content or
do the two variables vary independently of each other? If they show an overall similar
behaviour, this would be an indicator for water mass exchange. Here, also the question
comes up, whether a driving force for freshwater variability can be identified. I will have
a look at this in more detail in chapter 5.
In order to discuss the results, it is helpful to include the findings of other groups, who
also analysed different data sets. A few results of earlier investigations are summarized
in the following paragraphs.
Boyer et al. [24], who used reanalysis data provided by the National Center for Environ-
mental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR), found
an increase of salinity in the total North Atlantic from 1955 to 2006, while at the same
time the subpolar North Atlantic has been freshening. This behaviour is similar to the
precipitation-evaporation curve in corresponding regions, wherefrom they concluded,
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that the freshwater content is mainly driven by atmospheric influences. Freshening of
the eastern subpolar gyre from the 1970s to 2000 has been shown by Josey and Marsh
[25], as well. They state, that the freshening is mainly driven by precipitation, which
is the main contribution to the precipitation-evaporation curve. The freshening of the
subpolar North Atlantic has been affirmed by several studies in different regions with
diverse methods [26–30].
In 2008, Wu and Wood [31] simulated freshening of the subpolar North Atlantic with-
out invoking increased freshwater surface fluxes. They got to the conclusion, that the
freshening could be the result of changes of deep convection in the Labrador Sea. This
could trigger a perturbed ocean circulation which redistributes the freshwater between
the Arctic and the subpolar North Atlantic. Hence, the observed freshening since the
1970s is not necessarily caused by freshwater surface fluxes.
Around 1990, Boyer et al. observe a change of the behaviour towards a strong decrease of
subpolar freshwater, which is not explainable with the atmospheric curves. This finding
corresponds to the work of Hátún et al. [32]: They report an increase of salinity in the
eastern subpolar North Atlantic starting in 1997. The results are found in both, model
simulations (Ocean General Circulation Model (OGCM)) and observations (NCEP/N-
CAR) reaching from 1948 to 2004.
The tipping point in 2004/2005 found in the heat content by Piecuch et al. fits to a more
recent study by Dukhovskoy et al. [33] who evaluated in-situ data of Argo floats. They
confirm an increase of salinity from 1993 to 2005 in all ocean basins of the subpolar North
Atlantic. Afterwards (until 2016/2017), a salinity decline has been measured. This effect
shows up in the upper layer (0 m – 50 m), as well as in deeper layers (50 m – 200 m and
50 m – 500 m). Another result of the study shows freshening signals propagating from
the Labrador Sea towards the eastern subpolar North Atlantic. These signals occured
between 2005 and 2016 in the upper several hundred meters of the water column. During
the propagation, the signals are weakening, which leads to a decreased magnitude of
freshening in the northern basins. However, a study of Holliday et al. [34] shows, that a
strong freshening signal propagated along the Gulf Stream and the NAC towards the
eastern subpolar North Atlantic during 2012-2016. This signal did not enter the SPG.
Summarizing these studies, they agree about decreasing salinity from the 1970s towards
the 1990s [24, 25]. For the 1990s, an overall increasing salinity trend is found, but different
groups name different points in time when the upturn begins [24, 32, 33]: Boyer et al.
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state ongoing freshening of the subpolar North Atlantic until 2006, whereas Hátún et al.
[32] observe salinisation in the eastern subpolar gyre since 1997. Dukhovskoy et al. [33]
already report salinisation since 1993. From 2004/2005, Dukhovskoy et al. find freshening
in all basins of the subpolar North Atlantic until ∼ 2017. Dukhovskoy et al. and Holliday
et al. see propagation of freshening signals from the western to the eastern SPG or from
the western subtropical towards the eastern subpolar North Atlantic, respectively, in the
early 2010s.
From the analysis of the ECCO salinity data, I will find a freshwater content which
behaves similarly to the heat content found by Piecuch et al. [23] and the salinity study by
Dukhovskoy et al. [33]: increasing salinity until the mid 2000s and freshening afterwards.
The freshening is strengthend by a freshwater event in 2011.
After identification of the freshening behaviour, the question about driving mechanisms
arises. Fluid mechanical processes involved in the (re)distribution of salt can be described
by advection, diffusion and turbulence. Usually, external forces such as Coriolis force are
also considered therein. In addition, fluxes between different systems can occure (here,
this is mainly between ocean and atmosphere).
Earlier studies regarding these mechanisms identified precipitation-evaporation [24]
or precipitation [25], respectively. Wu and Wood [31] also suggest changes in deep
convection as possible cause for redistribution of water masses and therefore freshening
of the subpolar North Atlantic.
This is in contrast to the data set used here, from which it can be derived, that
precipitation is not determining the freshwater variability between 1993 and 2015, while
the influence of surface freshwater masses running off from the coasts are an important
factor. In chapter 6, I will discuss the results which will be presented in chapter 5. The
methods for analysing and interpreting the data are explained in chapter 4. This also
contains the definition of oceanographic quantities and locations which are relevant in
this context.
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2. Theoretical Background: The
(subpolar) North Atlantic
In this chapter, the North Atlantic is introduced as an oceanographic system. First,
usefull concepts which are important to characterize the system are presented. Afterwards,
the “properties” of the North Atlantic such as typical layers and circulation patterns
are displayed. With this, it will be possible to identify variability and changes in the
subpolar North Atlantic in chapters 5 and 6 and to discuss the influence of different
driving mechanisms.
2.1. Thermohaline Circulation
The vertical arrangement of liquids is determined by their densities [35]. If processes form
a more-dense layer at the surface, the column will be unstable. This leads to downwelling
of the more-dense liquid and upwelling of the less-dense liquid [35]. In the oceans, this
vertical displacement is called overturn [4]. Stable water columns show an increasing
density with increasing depths, while columns with a constant density over depth are
neutral stable, which means that they can easily be mixed due to outer processes such as
wind, waves and currents [4]. The water mass’s density is determined by their salinity
and temperature, where higher salinity and lower temperature lead to a higher density
[35]. If temperature and salinity changes lead to an unstable density distribution, the
resulting overturn is called thermohaline circulation [10]. In the ocean, the thermohaline
circulation is the main cause for Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC) which is
defined as the zonal integral of the meridional and vertical circulation in all ocean basins
[10]. Certainly, in the MOC also other effects like overturning due to Ekman transport
(wind-driven transport) are included. In the Atlantic, this motion is called Atlantic
Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC).
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The distribution of variables in the ocean can be described by lines of constant values
(so called isolines), which are perpendicular to the variable’s gradient. The three most
important types of isolines, which are used to characterize the ocean, belong to tempera-
ture (isobathytherms/isotherms), salinity (isohalines), and density (isopycnals) [36]. In
the upper kilometer of the ocean, there are strong vertical gradients of oceanographic
variables (especially of temperature and density) [35]. The zone with the maximal gradi-
ent is called cline and can be defined for all observable variables (thermocline, halocline,
pycnocline, chemocline, ...). It marks the transition from surface layer to deep layer. The
depth of the clines depends on surface forcings like for example incoming solar radiation
(thermocline) and evaporation/precipitation patterns (halocline) [35].
In general, one can find at least two layers in the oceanic water column: the surface
layer and the deep layer [4]. The surface layer is also called mixed layer, since it shows a
homogeneous density distribution. During autumn and winter, cool surface temperatures
are forcing an overturn and storms strenghten the mixing, so that a deeper mixed layer
than in spring and summer is obtained [37]. A schematic view of the annual variability
of water column layers can be seen in Fig. 2.1.
Figure 2.1.: Annual variability of mixed layer depths (schematic). The actual depths
can vary on scales of 100 m. Adapted from [4].
To determine the actual mixed layer depth, several criterions are known. Kara et al. [37]
are using a treshold for maximum annual temperature change, while Lorbacher et al. [38]
apply the criterion of the shallowest extreme curvature of near surface layer density or
6
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temperature profiles.
During most of the year, in the Atlantic Ocean the mixed layer is less than 150 m deep
[38], which means that most of the exchange between ocean and atmopshere happens in
this thin surface layer [36].
Gnanadesikan [41] developed a simple model of the overturning circulation and strati-
fication: The stratification is represented by two homogeneous layers seperated by the
pycnocline. Fig. 2.2(a) shows the mean density layers in the Atlantic. In the North
Atlantic, the Northern Sinking and Equatorial Upwelling are used to model the flow
balance, which emphasizes the strength of thermohaline circulation. The density distri-
bution allows a distinction between different water masses with characteristic salinities
and temperatures. Fig. 2.2(b) illustrates the temperature distribution, which can be
separated in two layers along the pycnocline. Comparing this to Fig. 2.3, which shows
the salinity distribution in the Atlantic, volumetrically large, deep water masses can be
identified. In Fig. 2.3 also their meridional flow direction is indicated, which allows to
recognize them as a part of the thermohaline circulation.
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Figure 2.2.: Different quantities along the A16 section in the Atlantic at 25 °W from the
WOCE-Atlas [39]. The colors show the seperation in two layers along the pycnocline.
y-axis is depth [m], x-axis gives the latitude from 55 °N to 65 °S. The upper plot in each
subfigure shows only the upper 1000 m of the water column, while the lower plot shows
the full depth from 0 m to 6000 m, respectively.
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Figure 2.3.: Salinity [psu] in a section in the Atlantic Ocean. The arrows show the mean
meridional direction of the major water masses: North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW),
Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW), Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW). Adapted
from [40].
2.2. North Atlantic current system
The main driver of the current system in the North Atlantic is the AMOC, which is both
wind driven and buoancy driven [42]. The thermohaline circulation hereby represents
the baroclinic component, while the Gulf Stream is an exmaple for a mostly barotropic
current.
The subtropical North Atlantic is dominated by the subtropical gyre circulation. It
mainly consists of warm and saline water and can be found at the surface layer [43, 44].
In the deep water, there is the southward flowing Deep Western Boundary Current
(DWBC) with cold water from the northern seas [45]. The main currents of the North
Atlantic circulation system are sketched in Fig. 2.4.
The Gulf Stream is the northern boundary current of the subtropical gyre [46]. The
North Atlantic Current (NAC) is the northward extension of this surface current [10].
Together, they are carrying warm and saline water from the southwest towards the
northeast. There, the NAC emits heat to the atmosphere and therefore cools which
causes subsidence of the water masses [45]. The intermediate and deep waters flow along
the Greenland tongue towards the Labrador Sea (East/West Greenland Current), where
it becomes the southward flowing Deep Western Boundary Current (DWBC) [47, 48].
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Figure 2.4.: AMOC: The AMOC is an ocean circulation system that consists of warm
surface currents (orange) and cold deep-water return flows (blue), as shown in this
simplified representation. The surface currents include the Gulf Stream, which feeds a
branch of the AMOC known as the NAC. The deep-water return flows start from three
branches that merge into the North Atlantic Deep Water (DWBC). The black star and
the dashed line mark investigation zones of Thornalley et al. [49] and Caesar et al. [50].
Adapted from [51].
Subpolar North Atlantic
In the subpolar North Atlantic, the geometry of the basins and the mixing of water from
the Atlantic with polar water masses lead to a more complicated current structure. As
the subpolar North Atlantic will be investigated later on, it is important to get into more
detail.
As already said above, the NAC transports warm and saline water from the subtropical
North Atlantic to high latitudes, where it cools and therefore subsides. The actual
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pathways of warm-to-cold conversion are more diverse than just sinking downwards.
Chafik and Rossby [52] describe the process as follows:
“One branch [of the NAC] continues into the Nordic Seas where very dense
water is produced and eventually spills back into the deep North Atlantic,
another branch weaves its way around the entire subpolar basin and the
southern tip of Greenland to the Labrador Sea where intermediate water is
formed, and the third branch is an overturning that takes place within the
subpolar waters between Greenland and Scotland. Volumetrically, this is the
largest branch, but in terms of heat loss, the Nordic Seas branch surrenders
far more heat to the atmosphere than the other two combined. It thus plays
the key role in maintaining a strong meridional overturning circulation.”
The branching of the NAC can be seen in Fig. 2.5.
The East Greenland Current (EGC), coming from the polar region, merges with one
branch of the NAC, the Irminger Current. At the Greenland tip, the current reflects
northward and is now called West Greenland Current (WGC). In the Labrador Sea,
parts of it merge with the Labrador Current and flow in southward direction [53]. The
DWBC is following the same pathways in deeper layers [54]. At the Flemish Cape, the
lower branch of the Labrador Current continues as DWBC along the east coast af the
U.S., while the majority of the near-surface-waters from the Labrador Current reenters
the NAC [55]. Fig. 2.5 gives an overview over the surface current system in the subpolar
North Atlantic.
The NAC, Irminger Current, EGC/WGC and the Labrador current are the boundary
currents of the subpolar gyre (SPG), which is located south of the tip of Greenland
[55]. Since the currents are responsible for the volume transport in the subpolar North
Atlantic, they also determine the advective bulk transport of observables like heat, salt
and soluted gases. Therefore, they are an important component of the freshwater cycle
in the ocean.
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Figure 2.5.: Surface currents in the subpolar North Atlantic. Red/blue arrows indicate
warm/cold surface currents, respectively; the prevailing wind directions are marked with
green arrows. Adapted from [53].
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3.1. ECCO - Ocean data
In oceanography, three types of data are commonly used: in-situ data, reanalysis data
and simulated data.
An advantage of in-situ data is, that it describes the actual state of the system. However,
there are only small regions and defined time periods covered by the data due to missing
continously spaced observation systems for the global ocean. Also, the data points are
not necessarily spatially gridded and can contain gaps in their time resolution. Simulated
data behaves in the opposite way in all the points mentioned: it is well gridded spatially
and temporally. But being based on mathematical descripitions of the real system, it is
not capable of reflecting reality. A possible solution to get smooth data sets is called
reanalysis. The term covers different methods of data interpolation. The one applied to
get the data set used in this thesis, is to use data points from in-situ measurements as a
boundary condition for a model simulation.
To investigate the freshwater variability in the subpolar gyre, reanalysis data from the
consortium for Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean (ECCO) [1–3] will
be used. All calculations in the following chapters are based on Version 4, Release 3,
which was the latest version available in October 2019.
Model
The model applied to in-situ data is the General Circulation Model of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MITgcm), which has been developed originally by Marshall et al.
[56]. For Version 4 Release 3 of ECCO analysis, the MITgcm version described in [57]
and documentated in [58] is used.
The ECCO Version 4 Release 3 files were produced using the “checkpoint66g” versions
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of the MITgcm [59]. The corresponding software can be found at http://mitgcm.org/
download/other_checkpoints/ and http://mit.ecco-group.org/opendap/ecco_for_
las/version_4/checkpoints/contents.html.
As underlying physical concept, an incompressible Navier-Stokes equation on a sphere
with Neumann boundary condition has been implemented. Regarding the geometry,
the ocean’s basins and islands have been taken into account. The model describes
the three-dimensional distribution of currents, potential temperature (T ), salinity (S),
pressure and density. Therefore, also the laws of thermodynamic have been taken into
account using thermodynamic potentials for T and S. Terms describing inertia, coriolis
force, basin geometry and dissipation have been included as well [56].
Since the model is based on the non-hydrostatic Navier-Stokes equation, it can be applied
to various hydrodynamic problems on different scales depending on the grid resolution.
Volume and salt conservation
To interprete the data correctly, a look on the definitions of the variables in the ECCO
data set and how they fulfill the conservation equations is needed. All variables named
in the equations are explained in tab. 3.1, all used variables from the ECCO data set are
listed in tab. 3.2.
To reach conservation of volume, the total surface height anomalies Gη,tot have to be
balanced by vertical and horizontal convergence Gη,conv and additional volume fluxes at
the surface Gη,force. The single terms are defined as follows [60]:
Gη,tot = Gη,conv + Gη,force
⇔ 1
H
∂η
∂t
= −∇z∗(s∗v)− ∂w
∂z∗
+ s∗F
(3.1)
The horizontal convergence is covered by the variables UVELMASS and VVELMASS of
the ECCO data set, the vertical convergence by WVELMASS, respectively. The surface
fluxes are contained in oceFWflx, which will be used for the analysis of the freshwater
fluxes in the analysis part of this thesis.
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For the salt budget, a contribution of diffusive fluxes has been taken into account [60]:
GS,tot = GS,adv + GS,force + GS,diff
⇔ ∂(s
∗S)
∂t
= −∇z∗(s∗Svres)− ∂(Swres)
∂z∗
+ s∗FS + s∗DS
(3.2)
The different advection terms can be found in the ADVx_SLT, ADVy_SLT and
ADVr_SLT for horizontal and vertical advection, respectively. Corresponding terms for
explicit and implicit diffusion can be found with the labeling DFxE_SLT etc. It is impor-
tant to notice, that the forcing terms are not including surface freshwater fluxes. This is
due to the distinction between salt and salinity: while salinity describes a concentration,
salt is the amount of salt molecules. So, freshwater entries do not change the salt content,
but the salinity. The forcing terms are including the total salt flux (SFLUX [g/m2 s]) and
the salt tendency due to salt plume flux (oceSPtnd [g/m2 s]). The total salt tendency is
given by the salinity SALT ([psu]) times the volume scaling factor s∗ which is unitless
and can be expressed in terms of ECCO variables as (1+ETAN/Depth).
The diffusion term DS contains both diapycnal and isopycnal components, as well as
turbulence in the mixed layer and convection [60]. The budget for salinity can be derived
based on the conservation equations for salt and volume [60]. From the product rule,
one gets:
∂(s∗S)
∂t
= s∗ ∂S
∂t
+ S ∂s
∗
∂t
.
With the help of eq. (3.2), this can be solved for ∂S
∂t
, which is the salinity tendency.
∂S
∂t
= − 1
s∗
[
S
∂s∗
∂t
+∇z∗(s∗Svres) + ∂(S wres)
∂z∗
]
+ FS +DS
Including, that ∂s∗
∂t
= 1
H
∂η
∂t
, the volume conservation (3.1) can be placed in and the
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following formulation holds [60]:
∂S
∂t
= 1
s∗
[
S∇z∗(s∗v)− ∂w
∂z∗
−∇z∗(s∗Svres)− ∂(S wres)
∂z∗
]
+FS − S F +DS
⇔ G†,tot = G†,adv +G†,force +G†,diff
= 1
s∗
[
GS,adv − S ·Gη,conv] +G†,force +G†,diff
(3.3)
Here, the forcing includes both salt fluxes as well as surface freshwater fluxes (converted
to appropriate units through multiplication by salinity) [60].
From these terms, the salinity advection G†,adv is stated as advection of salt GS,adv
reduced by the volume transport convergence Gη,conv:
G†,adv = 1
s∗
[
GS,adv − S ·Gη,conv] . (3.4)
It is to notice, that the salinity advection (eq. (3.4)) consists of two contributions, which
both have to be taken into account during the analysis.
All variables regarding the salinity are given in psu. For the present thesis, this has been
converted to the SI unit g/m3.
variable explanation
Gη,tot total volume tendency
Gη,conv volume transport convergences
Gη,force sea surface forcing of volume distribution
GS,tot total tendency of salt content
GS,adv advective flux of salt
GS,force
redistribution of salt due to sea surface forcing (does not contain
surface fluxes)
GS,diff diffusive flux of salinity
G†,tot total salinity tendency
G†,adv advective flux of salinity
G†,force sea surface forcing of salinity distribution (contains surface forcing)
Table 3.1 – Continued on next page
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Table 3.1 – Continued from previous page
variable explanation
G†,diff diffusive flux of salinity
η surface height at air-sea or ice-sea interface
H ocean depth
z unscaled vertical coordinate
z∗ = z−η(x,y,t)
H(x,y)+η(x,y,t) H(x, y), rescaled height coordinate ∈ [−H, 0]
∇z∗ horizontal divergence in z∗ frame
∂
∂z∗ vertical divergence in z
∗ frame
t time
S salinity
s∗ = 1 + η
H
, scale factor
v = (u, v) resolved horizontal velocity
w resolved vertical velocity
vres = (ures, vres) total horizontal velocity
wres total vertical velocity
here, “total” means, that the Eulerian flow field as well as the bolus
velocity are contained
F volumetric freshwater flux forcing
FS surface forcing of salt
DS symbolizes parameterized diffusive mixing processes of salt
Table 3.1.: Explanation of variables used in this chapter after [60].
Model input
The ECCO group interpolates observed data to a global geodesic grid with a spacing
of approximately 240 km [3]. The calculations contain „the entire three-dimensional
volume of the ocean“ [1]. The corresponding in-situ data has been measured by different
scientific projects including several research cruises, field observatories, Argo floats [61],
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Southern Elephant seals as Oceanographic Samplers (SEaOS) [62], several moorings,
satellite measurements and the World Ocean Atlas [63]. The location of measurement is
matched to the nearest point on the grid [3]. The exact data sources can be looked up in
Fukumori et al. [3].
ECCO output
The results of the interpolation calculations are available at https://ecco.jpl.nasa.
gov/products/latest/ [64]. More information about the current version can be found
at the same webpage.
The ECCO product provides 90 oceanographic variables in different temporal resolutions.
For this work, only monthly means are used. They can be found in the directory
nctiles_monthly/. The data contains data from January 1st 1992 to December 31st
2015 [3]. The used variables are described in tab. 3.2.
directory/variable content/description
SSH Sea Surface Height Anomaly adjusted with globalsteric height change and sea-ice load [m]
SALT salinity [psu]
UVELMASS zonal mass-weighted component of velocity [m/s]
VVELMASS meridional mass-weighted component of velocity [m/s]
ADVx_SLT u component of advective flux of salinity at thewestern face [
psum3/s]
ADVy_SLT v component of advective flux of salinity at thesouthern face [
psum3/s]
DFxE_SLT u component of explicit diffusive flux of salinity atthe western face [
psum3/s]
DFyE_SLT v component of explicit diffusive flux of salinity atthe southern face [
psum3/s]
oceFWflx net surface freshwater flux into the ocean [kg/m2 s]
EXFpreci precipitation [m/s]
EXFevapo evaporation [m/s]
Table 3.2.: Description of used variables. All variables are given at each gridpoint as a
monthly mean.
Due to the fact that there is no simple, robust and general way to re-arrange global model
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output in a single two-dimensional map [appendix C in 2], the global grid is split into
13 tiles of 90x90 grid points each for the interpolation calculation. Their allocation can
be seen in Fig. 3.1. For the North Atlantic region, tiles 3 and 11 are concatenated. This
requires correct orientation of the velocity vector components. In Fig. 3.2, an example
for successful concatenation can be seen.
The mean distance between two gridpoints is ∼ 0.6°. There exist 50 layers of gridpoints
for several ocean depths, which are non-equally spaced with a height difference between
10 m close to the ocean’s surface and 456.5 m in deep water (spacing shown in Fig. 3.3).
Each of these 90x90x50 grid points contains 288 values, which are the monthly means
between 1992 and 2016.
Figure 3.1.: Allocation and orientation of the grid tiles in the ECCO data set. The x-
and y- direction for each tile used in the model are indicated with the axes. Adapted
from [65].
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Figure 3.2.: Maps of the North Atlantic. (a) All grid points at the surface of the North
Atlantic (red points). All variables (scalars and vectors) are available for all gridpoints.
(b) Exemplary velocity vectors at the surface of the North Atlantic (red arrows). Darker
blue background indicates higher absolute flow velocities.
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(b) Depth profile of cross section shows layers
of grid points. The white area indicates
the bathymetry.
Figure 3.3.: Cross section at 20.1 °N.
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4.1. Software
To evaluate the data, the programming language MATLAB, version R2016b [66] is used.
To ensure an accurate unit transformation in the geographic coordinate system, the
Gibbs-SeaWater (GSW) Oceanographic Toolbox [67] has, for example, been used to
convert the salinity from psu into g/kg or to calculate distances on the earth’s sphere
accurately.
4.2. Estimators for oceanographic data analysis
4.2.1. Trend analysis
Often, the data is influenced by the method of measurement (systematic errors) or shows
variability on different scales. Depending on the aim of the analysis, the data has to be
filtered to get rid of such effects. A first step is usually to find the overlaying trends.
Systematic Errors are usually characterized by an offset which can be found in all data
points. Also non-linear influences from the measurement are possible. Such effects are
non-physical and therefore have to be removed for a correct analysis.
Trends in the system itself can have any mathematical shape. Usually, systems are
assumed to behave linearly on short time scales. An example from oceanography is the
rise of sea level, which is assumed to be linear to calculate trends on scales of about
10 years [68]. To distinguish between trends which are caused by the measurement and
trends caused by the system itself, one needs large data sets. If one can find different
trends on different (time) scales, this is a hint for a behaviour of the real system and not
of the measurement method. If a physical description of the system is already known, the
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equation can be applied to the system to find suitable parameters. With trend analysis,
three things are achieved:
1. The system can be described simplified with the general trend.
2. The general trend can be removed to find variability on other scales.
3. If available, it is tested, whether the physical description holds for this data set.
It should be mentioned, that trends do not have to be linear, but can also have polynomial
shapes or follow other functions like the exponential or a sine-curve. The method to find
trends which is used in the following is the “least-mean-square fit”.
Removing seasonal trends
In oceanographic data, often seasonal trends can be found. To get rid of this influence,
these trends are removed before analyzing the variability of the data. Therefore, the
monthly mean over the total time period is subtracted from each monthly value.
Usage of winter data
Since the ocean has a high water capacity and therefore reacts slowly on outer influences,
oceanographic analyses are usually using monthly to annual data. In the following, the
interannual behaviour shall be sketched. To eliminate the influence of annual variability,
only winter data is used, which represents the general behaviour in the North Atlantic
well. Here, “winter” is defined as the mean over December, January and February (DJF).
4.2.2. Moving average
To smooth the data, a so called “window scan” or “moving average” is used. This means,
that the value on each position or timestep becomes the mean of the surrounding values.
The scale for spatial mean is set to two gridpoints in each direction. To calculate the
temporal window-mean, two winters in past and future each are used.
4.2.3. Correlations
Sometimes, it is interesting to look at the connection between two variables. This can be
quantified with calculating their correlation.
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For two (random) variables X and Y , I define the correlation ρ as done by Shevlyakov
and Oja [69]:
ρ = ρ(X, Y ) = cov(X, Y )√
var(X)var(Y )
=
n∑
i=1
(xi − x¯)(yi − y¯)√
n∑
i=1
(xi − x¯)2
n∑
i=1
(yi − y¯)2
Here, xi and yi are observations from the sample with mean x¯ and y¯, respectively. To
measure the statistical significance of the correlation, the p-value is used. This is the
probability to obtain the found correlation coefficient from a random sample [70]. To
be significant, a p-value smaller than 0.05 has to be reached. This characterizes the
95 %-significance level, which means that the probability to find this correlation value by
chance is only 5 %. This treshold is commonly used in literature [70, 71].
4.2.4. Decomposition of data
For spatial data, it is interesting to know the system-internal coordinate system. Therefore,
a so-called “Principal Component Analysis (PCA)” is helpful. The new coordinate system
is spanned by orthogonal eigenvectors of the data’s covariance matrix [72]. To sort them
by importance, one calculates the explained variance, which quantifies how well the
sample can be described by this vector. The corresponding eigenvalues are called principal
components. A visualization of the eigenvectors for a gaussian data set can be seen in
Fig. 4.1. For calculations, the pca-function of MATLAB [66] is used.
In oceanography, usually the term “Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOFs)” is used
instead of PCA, which is basically the same method [73]. The EOFs are the eigenvectors
which span the system-internal coordinate system. In literature, one can find a slight
difference in the use of both words [73]:
PCA method is used to perform the analysis on two or more variables that each evolve
with time. One wishes to rearrange the data into “modes” that evolve in time
following a specific function.
EOF method is used to perform the analysis on a variable that has a combination of
spatial and temporal trends. Each spatial grid point is mathematically interpreted
as single variable, which has a temporal evolution.
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Figure 4.1.: Example for the result of the pca algorithm of MATLAB [66] for a 2-
dimensional gaussian distributed signal. The inlet shows the signal in the coordinate
system of eigenvalues.
This leads to the following description of the variable Z which depends on spatial
coordinates Xi and/or time t in the new coordinates of eigenvectors φn [72]:
EOF: Z(Xi, t) ≡ Zi(t) =
M∑
n=1
αn(t)φn(Xi)
PCA: Zi(t) =
M∑
n=1
αn(t)φni
αn is the Principal Component (PC) corresponding to the eigenfunction φn of the nth
mode. M is the order to which the EOFs/PCs are calculated. For the PCA method, i is
the variable index, while in an EOF analysis i is the position index. This emphasizes,
that finding EOFs is the same as performing a PCA with using the spatial coordinates
as variables.
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Summarizing, one uses the EOF-method to find groups of data points that vary together
following a specified time function [73]. The principal components are used as indices,
which quantify the strength of each mode.
4.3. Definitions
4.3.1. Freshwater
The salinity in the total North Atlantic spans from 14.8 psu to 40 psu which means that
there is no real freshwater with salinity S = 0. Nevertheless, one can define how large
the fresh water ratio in an oceanic volume is. Therefore, in the following, the unit
m3 freshwater
m3 seawater , will be used. In this case, seawater is defined to have a reference salinity
of S0 = 35.58 g/kg = 3.68× 104 g/m3. S0 hereby corresponds to the mean salinity in the
whole North Atlantic, averaged over all depths layers and all months between January
1992 and December 2015 in the ECCO data set.
The freshness f [m3/m3] of each point is then defined as
f = −S − S0
S0
.
For the freshwater content FW [m3] it follows:
FW =
∫
V
f dV .
To illustrate the meaning of this definition, f is plotted for the North Atlantic in Fig.
4.2. Negative values correspond to water which has a salt concentration larger than
S0. Since the values of the freshwater content are strongly dependent on the size of the
integrated region, for easier comparison, in the following everything will be calculated
for the variable “freshness”.
Freshwater Fluxes
Freshwater fluxes will be used to describe the fresh water variability within the SPG.
These can be divided into volume and surface flows. For the volume fluxes, the advective
and diffusive salt transport will be used as an equivalent to describe the freshwater flow.
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Figure 4.2.: Freshness of water in the North Atlantic. Averaged over the total basin
depth and all available time steps (monthly values from January 1992 to December 2015).
Hereby, diffusion contains iso- and diapycnal mixing, as well as turbulence and convection
[60]. The ECCO data set contains a file for the total freshwater surface fluxes. They
are composed of precipitation, evaporation and river runoff. In the North Atlantic, river
runoff also includes interaction with the cryosphere (melting and freezing of ice) [10].
To identify the major component of the surface fluxes, the single contributions will be
analysed as well as the total surface fluxes. From the ECCO data set, no separate data
concerning the river runoff exists. Therefore, only evaporation and precipitation will be
compared to the total freshwater fluxes.
4.3.2. Subpolar gyre
The SPG is located at the southern tip of Greenland. It is built by its boundary
currents, NAC, Irminger Current, EGC/WGC and Labrador Current [55]. To define the
geographical boundaries, different methods are used, but all of them are based on SSH
measurements.
An EOF analysis of the SSH variability gives the spatial pattern of variability while the
PCs are used as gyre index. The gyre index can be interpreted in different ways, for
example as a metric of the gyre’s size [32] and strength [74].
In Fig. 4.3(b), the first EOF of SSH variability for the data set used in this thesis is
shown. It is positive in the whole North Atlantic and explains only 2.3 % of the variance.
This is much less than 10 % to 14 % found by different authors for similar time periods
[75]. Possibly, this is due to different resolution of the used data points. Therefore, this
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(a) Sea Surface Height (SSH)
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Figure 4.3.: (a) Mean SSH averaged over all winters from 1992 to 2015 for each gridpoint
in the subpolar North Atlantic. (b) First EOF of SSH in the same time period as (a).
The explained variance of the SSH variability by this EOF is 2.3 %.
criterion is not applicable here.
For calculation of the gyre’s area, Foukal and Lozier [75] also propose a different method:
They define the subpolar gyre as the largest closed surface, which is enclosed by a
constant SSH (cf. Fig. 4.3(a)). The interval chosen by Foukal and Lozier [75] to define
the SSH to be constant is 1 cm. In the ECCO data set, this interval does not lead to any
closed surface at all. Therefore, the interval has been set to 5 cm. Thus, for every time
step, a closed surface could be found. The found regions now were shaped different than
that found by Foukal and Lozier [75]. Especially in the eastern SPG, several northern
boundaries showed a cut-off at 60 °N instead of the expected heart-shape. To get a second
criterion, the SSH has been correlated with the gyre index found by Foukal and Lozier
[75], since grid points in the subpolar gyre should show high correlation values with the
gyre index. Only grid points with correlations on a significance level of at least 99 %
have been accepted to be part of the SPG.
The intersection of points found with both methods has been calculated for all time steps.
Intersecting points (i.e. points which fulfill both criteria) which show up in at least 1/5 of
all time steps finally have been defined as SPG. The interim results of finding the SPG
and the final SPG points can be seen in Fig. 4.4.
Looking at the basin topography of the subpolar North Atlantic (Fig. 4.5), one can find
a similar shape in the bathymetry. Below the subpolar gyre, there the water column
is deeper than in surrounding regions. The Reykjanes Ridge acts as the topographic
eastern boundary of the SPG, but protrudes into its hydrographic area. This also affects
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analysis.
Figure 4.4.: Steps on the way to the definition of the SPG and final SPG points.
the flow direction in the deeper layers, as will be shown later (cf. Fig. 4.6).
The SPG is dynamically formed by boundary currents which follow mainly the basin
topography [74, 76]. Due to this situation, one can find a homogeneous flow structure over
the whole basin depth in the SPG area [76]. With this, it can be justified to investigate
the SPG as a closed system, which interacts with the surrounding ocean by the boundary
currents.
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Figure 4.5.: Basin topography of the subpolar North Atlantic. The depths of each grid
point is taken from the “land mask” given in the ECCO data set.
4.3.3. Subpolar gyre regions
To be able to differentiate the results, the SPG has been divided into different areas.
Depending on the criterion for separation, one finds two possible segmentations, which
are shown in the following.
The flow direction shows clear parts of more westward, southward or northeastward
flowing regions (Fig. 4.6). This structure is preserved over the whole depth. Since the
flow direction has a direct relation to transport, the found regions are used as regions of
analysis in the following part. The regions have been defined and named as can be seen
in Fig. 4.7(a).
In literature, another possible segmentation can be found [eg. 10, 29, 77, 78]: the
separation then is made between eastern and western SPG (cf. Fig. 4.7(b)): These two
regions are shown to behave unequally in salinity or temperature variability and respond
differently to external forcings like the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO).
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Figure 4.6.: Mean flow direction in different depth layers. 0° means flow towards east.
Arrows are only a “guideline to the eyes” to simplify the translation from a colour to
a direction. The mean is calculated over the indicated layer depths and over all winter
months between 1992 and 2016. The direction is derived from the east- and northward
volume flux velocity components of the ECCO data set.
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Figure 4.7.: Different segmentations of the SPG.
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In the following, first the freshwater content and its variation will be described. Afterwards,
different freshwater fluxes are correlated with the freshwater itself to see the strength of
influence of the single fluxes. Therefore, a distinction between volume and surface fluxes
will be made. For the volume fluxes, I am going to look at three terms (corresponding to
eq. (3.3)): volume advection Gη,conv, salt advection GS,adv and salt diffusion GS,diff. Also
the surface fluxes are composed of three contributions: precipitation P , evaporation E
and river runoff R which includes also contributions from the cryosphere. To evaluate
the importance of the single terms, first the total flux is analysed and compared to P
and E later on.
5.1. Freshwater content in the subpolar gyre
Temporal Analysis
As one can see in Fig. 5.1, the freshness below 500 m depths is nearly constant over time
in all six investigated regions. In general, there, the freshness is low compared to the
upper layers. The variability in the top 200 m shows the same behaviour in all six regions,
but different degrees of intensity. One observes more freshwater at the beginning and at
the end of the investigated period, while in between, the salinity increases especially in
the uppermost 100 m. In 2011, the freshening could be interpreted as a freshwater event,
since this year can also be found to have an anomaly larger than two times the standard
deviation. All years between 1995 and 1998 show high anomalies, so that in this time
period no event can be singled out. For easier comparability to the following sections
of analysis, the mean time series for the freshness in the mixed layer are shown in Fig. 5.2.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 5.1.: Winter timeseries of freshness [m3/m3] as a function of depth. Each panel
is averaged over the region specified in the supertitle. Upper panels show upper 200 m,
lower panels show 200 m – 5000 m.
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Figure 5.2.: Timeseries of mixed layer (top 200 m) freshness [m3/m3] during winter from
1993 to 2015 for specified regions. Averaged over mixed layer depth and specified area.
Comparing the different regions, one can see that the eastern SPG and the Greenland
coastal region are very similar. The same holds for the western SPG and the Canadian
coastal region. The separation in center region and boundary region (Fig. 5.1(b)) seems
to be an average of both situations, but still shows the characteristic strong freshwater
years. The intensity of the 2011 event of strong freshness is much lower in the eastern
than in the western SPG.
Spatial Analysis
The different layers in Fig. 5.3 show an increase of salinity from top to bottom. The
SPG has a homogeneously distributed freshness, which also holds for higher resolutions
(Fig. 5.3(b)). The variability of freshwater in the SPG can be found on a range between
0 and 0.04m3/m3, which is 110 of the range in the total subpolar North Atlantic. Even
on this intervall, only a slightly higher freshwater content at the western boundary and
the southern tip of the SPG can be seen. This corresponds to the higher freshwater
content of the western SPG in Fig. 5.1. Especially the freshwater boundary through the
Labrador Sea along the western boundary of the SPG stands out: Probably the basin
topography inhibits the exchange between the shallow and deep region.
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Figure 5.3.: Mean freshness [m3/m3] for each depth layer, averaged over all winters from
1993 to 2015. (a) Total subpolar North Atlantic (b) SPG only. Note the different color
scales.
How can the temporal variability and the spatial homogeneity be explained? Which
mechanisms cause this behaviour? To find solutions to these questions, in the following
chapters, the freshwater fluxes and their correlations with the freshwater content are
analysed.
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Freshwater variability
Temporal Analysis
As the focus of this thesis is on freshwater variability, the changes of freshness are
going to by analysed in the following paragraphs. Therefore, the difference between two
consecutive years has been calculated. The corresponding time series are shown in Fig.
5.4.
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.4.: Spatially averaged freshwater changes [m3/m3 -m3/m3] between successive
winters for different regions as a function of depth and time.
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Figure 5.5.: Timeseries of mixed layer (top 200 m) freshwater changes between successive
winters [m3/m3 -m3/m3] from 1994 to 2015 for specified regions. Averaged over mixed layer
depth and specified area.
Especially in the upper 200 m (see also Fig. 5.5), the results from Fig. 5.1 are supported.
The western region/Canadian coastal region does not only show higher ratio of freshwater,
but also stronger changes than the eastern region/Greenland coastal region. The extreme
freshwater decrease from 2011 to 2012 emphasizes the strength of the increase in 2011.
In general, the years 1993 – 1999 and 2009 – 2015 are found to show higher variability
than the decade in between (cf. Fig. 5.5). The deep layers show variability on a scale
which is smaller by one order of magnitude than the upper layers (Fig. 5.4). On this
scale, anomalies which develop stair-like towards deeper layers are visible. They indicate
subduction with a transport rate of approximately 200 m to 300 m depth per year.
Spatial Analysis
One has to be careful interpreting the temporal mean of freshwater changes (Fig. 5.6). A
small average value can mean that there is low variability at all, or that there are positive
and negative deviations canceling out each other. The average can also be understood as
difference between the last and the first year in the investigated period. Here it is shown,
because three clearly bounded regions with different properties can be identified in the
upper 100 m. In deeper layers, the regions become more and more blurred and below
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Figure 5.6.: Mean changes of freshwater [m3/m3 -m3/m3] at each grid point. The colour
scale is restricted to emphasize the three different zones of negative, slightliy negative
and positive mean changes. Averaged over all winter-differences from 1993 to 2015.
400 m, no spatial differences and a zero mean freshwater change have to be noted. Along
the coast of Greenland and in the Labrador Sea, the freshwater change is negative on
average, which means that in this region, an overall freshwater influx can be observed. It
is not shown here that the pathway from the western Greenland coast into the Labrador
and from the eastern Greenland coast into the Irminger Sea have an average freshwater
influx which is one order of magnitude larger than the limits of the colormap in Fig. 5.6.
In the centre of the SPG, a broad band of smaller (but still negative) mean changes can
be identified. South of 50 °N, the differences are positive, which means that on average
the import of more saline water takes place.
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5.2. Influence of saltwater volume fluxes on the
freshwater variability
Timeseries of volume fluxes
To characterize the volume flux of freshwater, three contributions are taken into account:
two advective terms which describe the transport of volume Gη,conv and of salt itself
GS,adv, and an diffusion term GS,diff. Only the timeseries for eastern and western SPG
are shown (Fig. 5.7 and 5.8), which are exemplary for the different boundary currents
as it has been found for the freshwater content. The two contributions to the salinity
advection (cf. eq. (3.4)) are showing the same characteristics in all dimensions (latitude,
longitude, depth and time) and have the same order of magnitude. Therefore, in the
following, the results are exemplary presented only for GS,adv. The corresponding plots
for Gη,conv can be found in the appendix (chapter B).
The advection term shows very low temporal variability (Fig. 5.7). From 1995-1998,
where high freshwater content is found (cf. chapter 5.1), slightly stronger advection is
found in the mixed layer. In 2011, when the extreme freshwater event took place, no
change in the salinity advection shows up, but in 2012 the salinity transport below 200 m
is decreased in the western SPG. The variability of salinity advection does not show
abnormal events. Especially in the eastern SPG the transport rates are nearly constant.
This also holds for the western SPG except from four years with less transport (1999,
2000, 2005, 2012) than all other years. It is noteable, that there is up to five times
stronger advective transport in the deep layers than in the mixed layer. Both parts of
the SPG show similar flux strength, but there is a layer of increased transport in the
western SPG between 2000 m and 3000 m.
The diffusive contribution shows stronger variation on smaller scales. In the mixed layer,
two years of large diffusion (1996 and 2011) are visible in Fig. 5.8. The transport velocity
in mixed and deep layer are in the same range. In generall, in the eastern SPG, there
the diffusion occurs to be stronger, but especially the layer between 150 m and 500 m
has strong diffusive transport compared to other depth ranges. Looking at depths of
500 m to 1000 m, the pattern of diffusive transport occurs to be similar to the pattern of
the freshwater changes in Fig. 5.4. It has to be noted, that diffusive transport is three
orders of magnitude smaller than advective transport.
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Figure 5.7.: Winter timeseries for advective salt transport GS,adv [psum3/s] as a function
of depth and time. Averaged over the western and eastern SPG, respectively. Upper
panels show upper 200 m, lower panels show 200 m – 5000 m.
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Figure 5.8.: Winter timeseries for diffusive salt transport GS,diff [psum3/s] as a function of
depth and time. Averaged over the western and eastern SPG, respectively. Upper panels
show upper 200 m, lower panels show 200 m – 5000 m.
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Correlation Analysis
How strong is the influence of the volume flux terms onto the freshwater variability? To
find an answer to this, the correlation between the two flux components (advection and
diffusion) and freshness has been calculated for each gridpoint in the investigated region.
This is shown as a map of correlations in Fig. 5.9 and 5.10.
Inside the SPG, the advection term shows an overall high positive correlation in depth
of 50 m to 200 m (Fig. 5.9). At the same depths, the correlations surrounding the SPG
are negative. With increasing depth, the correlations are decreasing towards zero. In the
1000 m to 2000 m-layer, negative correlations occure surrounding the Reykjanes Ridge.
The correlation between diffusion and freshness is especially strong in the mixed layer
(cf. Fig. 5.10). While in the upper 100 metre high positive correlations can mainly
be found in the western SPG and directly at the coast of Greenland, in the 100 m to
200 m-layer, this signal spreads into the eastern SPG. In the total mixed layer, strong
negative correlations of diffusive salt flux and freshness are found at the Canadian coast.
In depth of 200 m to 400 m, coefficients deviating from zero are mainly found outside the
gyre following the NAC. In 400 m to 1000 m, again a strong positive correlation signal
occurs in the western SPG. It vanishes in the subjacent layer.
Correlations larger than 0.4 reach a significance level of 95 %. This criterion is a strong
filter for the correlations between advective fluxes and freshness (cf. Fig. 5.11). From
the remaining signal, above all I can derive a separation between inside and outside the
gyre, where there are positive correlations inside the gyre and negative ones outside.
Strongest correlations are found in 50 m to 100 m depths following the Labrador Current
into the SPG. The negative correlation branch around the Reykjanes Ridge occurs to be
statistically significant.
The correlation patterns of the diffusive flux component and freshness described above,
can be found as well after the application of the significance criterion (Fig. 5.12).
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Figure 5.9.: Correlation of advective salt transport (GS,adv [psum3/s]) with the freshness
for all winters from 1993 to 2016 in different depth layers. The remaining significant
correlations are shown in Fig. 5.11.
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Figure 5.10.: Correlation coefficients of diffusive salinity transport (GS,diff) [psum3/s] with
the freshness for all winters from 1993 to 2016 in different depth layers. The remaining
significant correlations are shown in Fig. 5.12.
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Figure 5.11.: Statistically significant correlation coefficients of advective salt transport
(GS,adv [psum3/s]) with the freshness for all winters from 1993 to 2016 in different depth
layers.
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Figure 5.12.: Statistically significant correlation coefficients of diffusive salinity transport
(GS,diff) [psum3/s] with the freshness for all winters from 1993 to 2016 in different depth
layers.
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Since the freshwater variability is strongest in the mixed layer (0 m – 200 m), the cor-
relation with the volume flux terms in this layer will be investigated in more detail.
According to the regions defined in chapter 4.3.3, the mean timeseries of freshness and
advection components in each region can be compared to each other. This has been done
for two different depth ranges (0 m – 50 m and 0 m – 200 m) in Tab. 5.1.
region GS,adv GS,diff
50m
total SPG 0.14 (47.11) 0.66 (99.93)
western SPG 0.12 (40.98) 0.85 (99.99)
canadian coast 0.10 (36.37) 0.90 (99.99)
central SPG −0.14 (48.91) 0.67 (99.95)
eastern SPG −0.14 (46.54) 0.36 (90.48)
greenland coast 0.18 (57.74) 0.03 (11.15)
200m
total SPG 0.56 (99.49) 0.65 (99.92)
western SPG 0.34 (89.24) 0.63 (99.88)
canadian coast 0.37 (91.51) 0.86 (99.99)
central SPG 0.58 (99.59) 0.64 (99.90)
eastern SPG 0.52 (98.92) 0.61 (99.79)
greenland coast 0.46 (97.12) 0.29 (81.48)
Table 5.1.: Correlations between the volume transport terms of salinity (GS,adv, GS,diff)
and freshness in the surface layer (50 m) and in the mixed layer (200 m) in different
SPG regions. The values are the correlation coefficients, the values in brackets give the
significance level of the correlation in %. Significant correlations are marked gray.
The correlations of the advective salt transport terms with freshness are increasing with
depth. In the surface layer (top 50 m), they do not show significant correlations with
freshness, but including the total mixed layer (top 200 m) the correlations in the eastern
SPG are found to increase strongly towards a coefficient of ∼0.5.
The diffusion term strongly correlates with freshness in the western SPG. There, the
coefficients are slightly decreasing from the surface to the mixed layer. In the eastern
SPG, the correlations between the two timeseries are not significant in the surface layer,
but nearly double in the mixed layer.
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5.3. Influence of freshwater surface fluxes on the
freshwater variability
Timeseries of surface fluxes
The timeseries of the total freshwater surface fluxes in different regions of the SPG (Fig.
5.13) show fluctuations during the whole investigated period. The variability is similar
in all regions and shows a period of zero fluxes from 1998 to 2001. Before this phase,
peaks of years with high surface fluxes are alternating with years of zero flux. These
fluctuations are covarying with the freshness timeseries. After 2002, the surface flux is
oscillating around 1× 10−8 m/s in all regions. Although the freshness variability after
2000 is decresed as well, still covariation between surface fluxes and fresness can be seen.
The freshwater peak in 2011 is accompanied by a freshwater flux peak in 2010 in the
western SPG and in the Canadian coastal region.
Figure 5.13.: Timeseries of total freshwater surface fluxes (red) during winter from 1993
to 2016 for the six different regions given in the supertitles. For comparison, also the
timeseries of surface freshness in the top 25 m (blue) are shown.
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Figure 5.14.: Timeseries of precipitation (red) during winter from 1993 to 2016 for the
six different regions given in the supertitles. For comparison, also the timeseries of surface
freshness in the top 25 m (blue) are shown.
Figure 5.15.: Timeseries of evaporation (red) during winter from 1993 to 2016 for the six
different regions given in the supertitles. For comparison, also the timeseries of surface
freshness in the top 25 m (blue) are shown.
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The precipitation curves (Fig. 5.14) show a different behaviour. No phases can be
identified, but in 2010 especially low precipitation is found in all regions of the SPG. The
precipitation varies between 3× 10−8 m/s and 4.5× 10−8 m/s during 1993 and 2016. It is
noticeable, that the covariation of precipitation and freshness is higher in the first years of
the investigated period. Since 2000, covariation strongly decreased. Also the evaporation
timeseries (Fig. 5.15) do not show phases or a specific pattern. But it is noticeable, that
the peaks of the evaporation pattern coincide with the minima of the freshness curve and
vice versa. An event of especially low evaporation happens in 2010, it occurs in all regions.
Correlation Analysis
To quantify the connection between the surface fluxes and the freshwater variability, the
correlation coefficients of the time series have been calculated for each region. They
are shown in Tab. 5.2. The non-significant correlations are even more decreasing with
increasing depth for all three evaluated fluxes (total surface fluxes, precipitation and
evaporation). The only correlation coefficients which are found to be significant are
between freshness and the total surface fluxes in the western SPG. These values are
constant over the mixed layer depth. Both, precipitation and evaporation, do not show
significant correlations with freshness inside the gyre.
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region total surface fluxes precipitation evaporation
50m
total SPG 0.45 (97.03) −0.09 (33.32) −0.17 (57.07)
western SPG 0.65 (99.92) 0.06 (22.61) −0.23 (70.87)
canadian coast 0.78 (99.99) 0.06 (21.82) −0.36 (90.55)
central SPG 0.12 (41.74) −0.25 (74.21) −0.27 (78.80)
eastern SPG 0.25 (74.27) −0.13 (44.94) −0.21 (67.05)
greenland coast 0.08 (29.27) 0.21 (66.40) 0.07 (25.91)
200m
total SPG 0.45 (96.67) −0.03 (10.63) −0.07 (24.94)
western SPG 0.65 (99.92) 0.09 (31.86) −0.11 (38.11)
canadian coast 0.78 (99.99) 0.07 (24.85) −0.25 (75.82)
central SPG 0.05 (18.88) −0.19 (62.34) −0.17 (57.51)
eastern SPG 0.23 (71.48) −0.07 (23.85) −0.14 (47.06)
greenland coast 0.08 (29.16) 0.20 (64.37) 0.12 (40.91)
Table 5.2.: Correlations between freshwater surface fluxes and freshness in different SPG
regions in the surface layer (top 50 m) and the mixed layer (200 m). The values are the
correlation coefficients, the values in brackets give the significance level of the correlation
in %. Significant correlations are marked gray.
The spatial distribution of significant correlations can be seen in Fig. 5.16 - 5.18. Large
areas of significant, positive correlation coefficients can be found following the Labrador
Current and the EGC. These correlations only occure in the mixed layer (to 200 m). It
is visible, that there are nearly no correlations inside the gyre, except from a point close
the Newfounland coast, where the Labrador Current enters the SPG.
The precipitation does not show correlations with freshwater content in the upper 200 m.
Below this boundary, there spots of negative correlations occure. Since the influx of
surface forcing should not increase with depth, these correlations are probably not
physical and therefore are not taken into account for the discussion.
The correlation map of freshness with evaporation (Fig. 5.18) looks very similar to the
map of total surface flux correlations (Fig. 5.16) except from the sign of correlations.
The change in sign can easily be explained by the negative contribution of evaporation to
total freshwater fluxes. The correlations between freshness and evaporation are especially
strong in the upper 100 m of the water column.
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Figure 5.16.: Map of significant correlation coefficients between freshness in different
depth layers and all freshwater surface fluxes. Only winter data used. The correlated
timeseries reach from 1993 to 2015.
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Figure 5.17.: Map of significant correlation coefficients between freshness in different
depth layers and precipitation. Only winter data used. The correlated timeseries reach
from 1993 to 2015.
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Figure 5.18.: Map of significant correlation coefficients between freshness in different
depth layers and evaporation. Only winter data used. The correlated timeseries reach
from 1993 to 2015.
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6.1. Freshwater content
From the temporal analysis of the freshness, I get the results that the content below
500 m is stable and has very low variability compared to the mixed layer (top 200 m).
The freshness decreases with increasing depths, which can be explained by the lower
density of freshwater compared to salty water. Also the lower variability could be a
reason for the lower freshwater content, since import of surface freshwater is suppressed.
In 2011, an event of strong freshness appears. It is part of a phase of increasing freshness
that starts in 2009 at the Canadian coast and in the western SPG and can be found
one year later in the eastern SPG as well. This phase follows on a period of constant
freshness which started around 2000. In earlier years, an increasing salinity and high
variability can be found. These results can be put in the context of Piecuch et al. [23], who
found two phases of temperature trends in the subpolar North Atlantic. In 2004/2005,
they found a switch from the increasing to decreasing temperature regime, using the
same data set as has been done for this thesis. It can be concluded that an increasing
temperature and an increasing salinity go together, as well as the inverse case. This
could be a hint to an exchange of water masses, which can be found in the ECCO data set.
The similarity of the timeseries of the different SPG regions (Fig. 5.1) leads to the con-
clusion, that the western SPG is primarily influenced by the variability at the Canadian
coastal boundary, which means the variability of the Labrador Current. The freshwater
variability in the eastern SPG and at the northern SPG boundary also shows resemblance.
For these two variables it is not to say which one is the dominant, because there is no
time or intensity lag in the analysed data. Since the strength of variability is less in the
eastern SPG than in the western SPG, one could conclude, that almost only the Labrador
Current influences the SPG variability, whose influence decreases during the transport
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through the gyre. This eastward transport has also been found by Dukhovskoy et al. [33].
Also the flow direction within the SPG implies a transport away from the Canadian coast
through the western SPG towards the north-eastern SPG. At this point, a recirculation
along the Greenland coast towards the Labrador Sea (Fig. 4.6) is found. However, in the
ECCO data set no time lag is present between western and eastern SPG, which means
that an interaction between both regions needs to be instantaneous on the time scale of
one winter. The mean flow velocity in the top 200 m is between 0.03m/s and 0.05m/s which
refers to 200 km/winter – 400 km/winter, which is less than half of the extension of the SPG
(∼ 1000 km). So, possibly, there is also an overlying impact, which influences both regions.
Although the spatial analysis does show a homogeneous distribution of freshwater within
the SPG (Fig. 5.3), it has to be noted, that in the top ∼1000 m, a higher freshwater
proportion at the Canadian coast and in the western SPG can be seen. It is likely, that
the higher salinity in the eastern part results from weak interactions with the NAC as
eastern boundary current. Inside the gyre, the salt then is transported towards the
Greenland coast. Another possible explanation takes the higher freshwater variability
in the western SPG into account: While the Labardor Current triggers the variability
at the Canadian coast (which also influences the western SPG), the eastern SPG is not
affected by the signals imported from the Labrador Sea.
6.2. Freshwater variability
The results of the temporal analysis of freshwater changes emphasize the conclusion
already drawn above. Especially two phases of high variability can be named additionally.
No variability occurs during 2000-2010, where there is no salinity trend in the SPG as
well. In the intermediate layers (below 200 m), freshwater variability can be found as
slow downward propagation of mixed layer input. Below ∼ 2500 m, there is no variability
present on the investigated scales.
From the spatial analysis of the interannual freshwater changes, two regions in the SPG
are identified. Both regions show negative mean freshwater changes, which implies that
on average the freshwater content in every year is higher than in the previous year. This
effect is stronger by a factor of ∼ 3 in the Labrador Sea and at the coast of Greenland
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than in the central SPG. To summarize, the total subpolar North Atlantic has been
freshening from 1993 to 2016, with a stronger intensity found in the Labrador Sea.
6.3. Volume flux
Advective salinity transport
The advective fluxes of volume and salt show up to be almost constant in time. The
stronger top layer (top 50 m) variability of advection does not show correlations with the
freshwater in the same layer. Therefrom, it can be concluded, that the salt advection
does not influence the freshwater variability in the uppermost 50 m of the SPG.
Including the whole mixed layer depth, there are positive correlations distributed over
the total investigated area. Two contiguous areas of high correlations can be identified:
(1) The Labrador Current and its expansion into the SPG: This is the region which is
found to be an “inflow” region into the SPG by other authors [46, 79]. (2) A band of
correlations in the eastern SPG reaching from the southwest towards the northeast: This
band totally follows the flow direction in the SPG and is responsible for intragyre spread
of water masses.
Comparing the SPG with its surrounding regions, it is noteable that the correlations
inside the gyre are positive, while the outer correlation coefficients are negative. From
physical intuition, one expects higher salinity advection corresponding to lower freshness,
which results in negative correlations. How is an occurence of positive correlations
possible? A variation of the salinity transport term could be due to variation of the salt
content, or due to variation of the transport velocity. While an increased salt component
leads to lower freshwater content, an increased velocity of the advective transport results
in higher freshwater content (because the salt is carried away). From this, one could
draw the conclusion that inside the gyre more fresh water is transported, while outside
the gyre more saline water is carried along and causes salinisation.
However, in the 1000 m – 2000 m-layer, a branch of negative correlations can be found
around the Reykjanes Ridge. From the argumentation above, negative correlations imply
influx of more saline water. This could be easily explained by the above mentioned
higher salinity in deeper layers. Another possibility is the import of salt into these layers
from outside the gyre or from other layers. This could be induced by deep convection,
which has been described by several authors [80–82] for the investigated time period in
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these depths. Import from other regions is also found by a deep branch of the NAC
surrounding the Reykjanes Ridge at the eastside which follows exactly the pathway where
the correlations are found [83].
Between 200 m and 1000 m, hardly any connection between freshness and salinity advec-
tion can be identified. From the model (eq. (3.3)), only three contributions can influence
the freshwater content: advective fluxes, diffusive fluxes and surface fluxes. The surface
fluxes do not influence the layers below 200 m, which has been shown in chapter 5.3.
Diffusive fluxes are three orders of magnitude smaller than the advective fluxes (Fig.
5.7, B.1 and 5.8). So the transport of freshwater is expected to be mainly influenced
by advection. This is reflected in the overall constant timeseries of both, freshness and
salinity advection below 200 m. Possibly, this stability at the same time explains the
very low correlation between the two variables: Since there are no strong, overlying
fluctuations, small fluctuations are not negligible. Hence, although the freshwater content
is determinded by advection, the freshwater variability could be determined by diffusive
or surface forcings.
Diffusive salinity transport
Although the salinity diffusion only has a small contribution to the total transport
compared to advection, from the correlation analysis it seems to be the most important
driving factor for freshwater variability. This can be explained by the turbulence con-
tained in the diffusion term [60]. Advective transport by mesoscale eddies and vertical
convection are part of the turbulence and therefore of the diffusion term. From the
correlation analysis between freshness and diffusive salinity transport, three layers can
be identified which show different regions of correlation (0 m – 200 m, 200 m – 400 m,
400 m – 1000 m).
In the mixed layer (top 200 m), as for the advective flux, a differentiation between positive
signs inside the gyre and negative signs following the Labrador coastal current has to
be made. With the same argument as above, it can be reasoned that the correlations
inside the SPG result from higher flux rates instead of higher salinity. Thus, inside the
gyre most of all freshwater is transported. Looking at the correlation map (Fig. 5.12),
one finds most and strongest correlations reaching from the tip of Greenland to the
southermost edge of the SPG covering the total western SPG. A reason for this could
be fresh river runoff from Greenland, which causes a gradient of salinity and therefore
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enhances diffusion (which should be proportional to the concentration difference of salt).
Additionally, input of cold and fresh water causes eddies to develop [83–85].
In the lower mixed layer (100 m – 200 m), the correlation signal detaches from the Green-
land tip and spreads into the eastern SPG. This fits to the propagation of freshwater
signals inside the SPG found by Dukhovskoy et al. [33].
Between 200 m and 400 m depth, there are strong correlations between salinity diffusion
and freshness along the NAC. Probably, they are also the result of eddy transport, since
the NAC transports water with different hydrgraphical properties than found in the
subpolar North Atlantic. The differences in salinity and temperature combined with
different velocities of the water masses lead to diffusive mixing and eddy formation [86, 87].
In depths of 400 m to 1000 m, again in the total western SPG high correlations between
freshness and salinity diffusion are found. But the shape of the correlation area looks
different from the shape found in the mixed layer. Perhaps, this originates from a current
which has been found in observational data in “mid-depths” (∼ 700 m) [88]. This flux
is found as a recirculation inside the SPG branching off the major flow direction at the
southern end of the SPG towards the Labrador Sea [88–90].
Another indication, that the diffusion term reflects the variability of freshwater is the
strong diffusion event in 2011, which comes along with the high freshening in this year.
6.4. Surface fluxes
The low correlations between freshwater surface fluxes and freshness shown in Tab. 5.2
indicate, that the forcing of freshwater variability is mainly due to volume fluxes. Never-
theless, the total surface fluxes show high correlation values in the western SPG in the
mixed layer (top 200 m), which are not reflected in the precipitation nor in evaporation.
This leads to the conclusion, that the third term contributing to the total freshwater
fluxes - the river runoff - causes these correlations.
The spatial distribution (Fig. 5.16) provides information on where the surface fluxes
correlating with the freshwater variability come from. The significant correlations are
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found along the EGC and the Labrador Current and enter the SPG close to the New-
foundland coast. The river runoff contributing to the Labrador Current can come from
Canadian continental shelf and Greenland rivers. The EGC is mainly fed by waters from
the Arctic and from Greenland. So, all contributing flows are from regions which are
covered by ice during most of the year. Probably, runoff from melting ice accounts for a
large proportion of the total inflows.
The precipitation does show extremely low connection to freshwater variability. Com-
paring both timeseries to each other (Fig. 5.14), in the western SPG, a covariation
at the beginning of the investigated period (1993-1998) shows up. It vanishes in the
following years and even the event of extremely low precipitation in 2010 is followed by
a year of extremely high freshness. In the correlation map, no impact of precipitation
onto freshness is found (Fig. 5.17). So, precipitation as a driving force for freshwater
variability can be rejected with high probability. On shorter time scales, the precipitation
could have greater impact, but this question has not been analysed here.
This does not hold for evaporation. Although the correlation values inside the SPG
are very low (Tab. 5.2), the correlation map shows a strong connection to freshwater
variability along the Labrador Current and the EGC, as well as a spot in the north-eastern
SPG (Fig. 5.18). The rate of evaporation is mainly depending on the available heat and
therefore on the latitude. However, it is unexpected that evaporation is influenced by
oceanic currents. This means that the temperature difference between oceanic currents
and the atmosphere is so large that it has significant effects on evaporation. This in
turn implies that the temperature variations within the currents are strong and not in
equilibrium with the ambient temperature, indicating external inflows of particularly
cold (or warm) water. In this case, it is inflows of cold water, since the correlations are
negative (high freshness correlates with low evaporation). In conclusion, the correlation
between freshness and evaporation along the Labrador Current and the EGC supports
the thesis that the currents import cold, fresh water. It cannot be reasonably assumed
that evaporation could affect the freshness.
It is important to note that these results have to be seen in contrast to findings by Boyer
et al. [24] and Josey and Marsh [25] which both find precipitation (and evaporation) to
determine the subpolar freshwater variability until the mid 1990s.
A possible explanation for the fact that the results found here do not match with earlier
studies is that the near-surface freshwater content was mainly determined by precipitation-
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evaporation until ∼ 2000. This assumption also takes into account the strong covariation
of freshness and precipitation in the late 1990s, which has been found in the ECCO data
set as well. However, with an increase of melt water from Greenland and from the Arctic
oceans, inputs from the cryosphere and land runoff became increasingly dominant and
also determined freshwater variability in the following years to such an extent that even
particularly low amounts of precipitation have no effect on the freshwater content of the
subpolar North Atlantic.
6.5. Summary
The freshness in the SPG has been found to be drecreasing from 1993 to ∼ 2000, followed
by a period of stagnation in the early 2000s. Starting around 2010, the freshwater content
is increasing in the SPG. An overall freshening of the subpolar North Atlantic in the
investigated time period could be shown (Fig. 5.6).
To address the initial question of this thesis, I compare the freshwater variability to
the heat content variability found by Piecuch et al. [23]. Both variables, freshness and
heat content, show two phases in the time period from 1993 to 2016: the heat content
increases (the freshness decreases) until 2004/2005, afterwards both change their slope.
In the freshness, also a third phase from approximately 2000 to 2009 has been identified,
in which the slope is close to zero and very low variability is found. This phase is not
explicitely described for the heat content.
From the analysis of the single terms contributing to the salinity conservation (eq. (3.3)),
it can be inferred that salinity advection is volumetrically the largest component of
salinity transport. Nevertheless, the diffusive salinity transport (which includes eddy
advection and convection) dominates the freshwater variability in the mixed layer (up-
permost 200 m) and in the 400 m – 1000 m-layer. Probably, eddy formation is the main
source of this variability, which is a hint to input of external water masses influencing
the freshwater content.
The surface forcing only has a connection to the freshness in the western SPG, where
there is import of water from the Labrador Current expected. The evaporation and
precipitation over the SPG are not influencing or influenced by the freshness in the SPG,
but strong correlations between evaporation and freshness along the Labrador Current
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and the EGC reveal that the temperature of the imported freshwater has to be lower
than of the ambient air and ocean. Since there are correlations in the total surface fluxes
which cannot be found in precipitation and evaporation data in the SPG, the third,
missing component (river runoff) should be responsible for this connection.
From this I conclude, that melting ice imports from the Arctic, the Canadian coastal shelf
and Greenland have a large impact on the Labrador Sea freshwater variability, which is
transported into the SPG via the Labrador Current and turbulent eddies. Before 2000,
the influence of river runoff probably was smaller, since the timeseries of precipitation
covary with freshness during the 1990s. So, it is likely that since the early 2000s the
impact of river runoff increased. This led to a reversal in the freshening behaviour of
the SPG. Due to the slow response of the ocean to external forcings, first a phase of
freshness stagnation during the 2000s is initiated, which then slowly strengthens into
freshening of the SPG since 2010.
Also Piecuch et al. [23] searched for the mechanisms that lead to a trend reversal of
the oceanic heat content in the subpolar North Atlantic. They state, that it is due to
heat advection by midlatitude ocean circulation. Changes in the deep and intermediate
vertical overturning circulation are excluded as possible reason for the trend inversion,
but horizontal gyre transports are named as primary contribution. Anomalous horizontal
gyre circulations are found to be driven by the local wind stress curl.
A differentiation into horizontal and vertical circulations has not taken place in the
present thesis. For volume fluxes, I only examined the horizontal components. This
is justified by the proposition of Piecuch et al. [23]. However, they do not make any
difference in the type of transport, which was the main focus here.
In the subpolar North Atlantic, an important part of the AMOC takes place, since here
the thermohaline circulation is driven by atmospheric cooling [91]. Temperature and
salinity are determining the density distribution and therefore the stability of water
columns. Changes in one or both of these variables would cause changes in the circulation
pattern of the whole region and corresponding boundary regions. This also significantly
influences atmospheric fluxes. Therefore, the investigation of freshwater in this region
makes an important contribution to the debate on the consequences of climate change.
The results found here demonstrate that the influence of freshwater inflows increased so
much since ∼ 2000 that precipitation only has subordinate impact. This is in contrast to
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studies from earlier years [24, 25], which confirms the assumption that a new freshwater
source has a large contribution to the variability in the SPG. Its hydrographical properties
are characterized by lower salinity and temperature than before. The described features
lead to the assumption, that melt water from Greenland, Canada and the Arctic accounts
to be the source. However, the input causes an overall change of the subpolar North
Atlantic towards lower salinity in the upper layers (200 m) on timescales of only a few
years (1-2 decades).
The long-term consequences and climate feedback cannot be estimated, since no biological
or atmospheric investigations have been carried out yet.
6.6. Outlook
So far, no cause for the freshwater event in 2011 could be found. The signal is also
reflected in the time series of diffusive transport and evaporation, but these variables
both are probably influenced by the freshwater amount and not vice versa. Possibly, the
seasonality was shifted in this year, so that other months would have been representative
for the “winter” 2011.
To confirm the major role of melting ice fluxes in the freshwater surface fluxes, data about
actual river runoff needs to be tested. Unfortunately, in the ECCO data set this data is
not available with a good resolution. So, other data sets could be analysed. Another
possible test is the comparison of freshness in the subpolar North Atlantic with an index
characterizing the ice melting. 1
Another interesting question concerns the pathways of freshwater. Did they change due
to the import of melting ice water? Does the cold water cause more convection or does
the temperature difference between subtropical and subpolar North Atlantic decrease,
which causes a decline of the AMOC? This query cannot be answered here, since diverse
investigations lead to various results. It is also possible, that both scenarios occur on
different time scales. A study of Våge et al. [80] reports the onset of deep convection in
1Actually this has been done with the ice volume index by Schweiger et al. [92]. The correlation
minimum between freshness and ice-volume is 0.54 in the central SPG, the maximum (0.74) can be
found at the Greenland coastal region. All regions show correlations with a significance level > 99%.
The analysis is not mentioned above, because the data is not part of the ECCO data set.
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the SPG in winter 2007/2008. A similar approach has been published by de Jong and
de Steur [82], who reported that in winter 2014/2015 mixed layer depths of up to 1400 m
occured in the eastern SPG and Irminger Sea, which are related to “exceptional deep
convection” [82] in the same winter. Nevertheless, they also state, that this event was
probably caused by atmospheric forcing (instead of river runoff).
At the same time, Thornalley et al. [49] find a declining Labrador Sea convection during
the last 150 years, which they assume to be due to enhanced ice melting on Greenland
and in the Arctic seas.
Another study by Holliday et al. [34] observed changes in ocean circulation due to unusual
wind patterns, which cause transport of Arctic freshwater from the western boundary
to the eastern subpolar North Atlantic. This leads to extreme freshening of the eastern
basins from 2012 to 2016 and a slowing of the NAC.
These results show, that the ongoing research agrees that there is an overall change in
flows. However, it is not clear yet, what triggers these changes and what consequences
are to expect on which time scales. To find the answer(s), ongoing investigations are
needed.
Additionally to the description of the oceanographic changes, atmospheric forcings and
their impact on the variability could be examined. Especially mixed layer properties
are often found to be influenced by wind-stress curl or atmospheric oscillation indices
which quantify the pressure variability over the North Atlantic (for example the NAO,or
the East Atlantic Pattern (EAP)). Here, only atmospheric forcings which are explicitely
linked to freshwater have been analysed, since they are part of the ECCO data set.
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AMOC Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
CTD Conductivity-Temperature-Depth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
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EOF Empirical Orthogonal Function . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
MITgcm General Circulation Model of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology . 13
NADW North Atlantic Deep Water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
NAO North Atlantic Oscillation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
NAC North Atlantic Current . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
MOC Meridional Overturning Circulation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
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SPG subpolar gyre . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
SSH Sea Surface Height . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28
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Figure B.1.: Winter timeseries for volume transport times salt content S ·Gη,conv [psum3/s]
as a function of depth and time. Averaged over the western and eastern SPG, respectively.
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Figure B.2.: Correlation of advective volume transport times salt content(S · Gη,conv
[psum3/s]) with the freshness for all winters from 1993 to 2016 in different depth layers.
The remaining significant correlations are shown in Fig. B.3.
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Figure B.3.: Statistically significant correlation coefficients of advective volume transport
times salt content (S · Gη,conv [psum3/s]) with the freshness for all winters from 1993 to
2016 in different depth layers.
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